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Up Coming Events
COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Scorpio, Wednesday, November 9, 2011 @ 7:45 PM
Sagittarius, Friday, December 9, 2011 @ 7:45 PM
Capricorn, Sunday, January 8,2012 @ 7:45 PM

In this Issue
Living The American Dream
Going Forth, Together

by Tom Carney
by Ernie Suazo

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way – Sundays @ 9:00 AM
Cosmic Fire – Tuesdays @ 10:30 AM
The Nature of the Soul – Tuesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM
Group Meditation Work
October 27, 2011 through November 24, 2011
Destroy the worthless wherever it be concealed. Uncover ignorance under any mask
whatever. The world is divided according to the quality of consciousness, and the degree of
ignorance is the measuring rod. Indeed, you know that ignorance is not cured by leafing
through books, but by the synthesis of containment. Community 293
November 25, 2011 through December 24, 2011
Let your will become the will to serve, and for the sake of that service, use it….If the
personal will is not adequate to the task, invoke the Divine Will of The Christ—via the
group—to appropriate the personal will. Nature of the Soul P. 495,6

Arcana Workshops
Meeting Location:
3916 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 107
Culver City, CA 90230

Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-749-3585, 310-545-0910

Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax-exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax-deductible
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Living the American Dream

S

o, the American dream. How’s that
working out for you? If you are among
the 90% of American families who
own 7% of America’s wealth, the answer to
that question is probably, “Not that great.”

So, the Dream is not really working that
well. We still have not come to grips with it,
but, finally, we can feel it. Make no mistake,
Friends. Like, this Dream is broken. Well,
one might ask, “How did it get broken?”

It turns out that “In terms of types of It’s sort of like this: The Original Dream is
financial wealth, the top one percent of not really broken. It can’t be broken
households [in the United States] has because it is Truth. However, it can be
38.3% of all privately held stock, 60.6% of obfuscated, covered over by the sophists
financial securities, and 62.4% of business and spin doctors with half truths and
equity. The top 10% have 80% to 90% of glamour to a point where it becomes an
illusion, an illusion that
stocks, bonds, trust
we accept for the real
funds, and business
As
with
most
of
the
rest
of
Dream. This is basically
equity, and over 75% of
what happened to our
non-home real estate. the Dream, transparency is
not
happening.
Dream. It was swapped
Since financial wealth is
out on us in a shell
what counts as far as
the control of income-producing assets, we game run by those who prefer “the way it
can say that just 10% of the people own the used to be”. They replaced the True Dream
United States of America.” G. William with this imposter which we presently think
Domhoff, Wealth, Income, and Power of as the American Dream.
http://sociology.ucsc.edu/whorulesameri
This imposter dream, because we are good
ca/power/wealth.html
hearted and because we think people tell
We are traditionally late in figuring out stuff the truth, was accepted as truth. However,
like this partly because we are trusting, we are coming to realize, this imposter
perhaps a bit naive too, and because we dream is not grounded in the principles of
actually believe in the basic principles of the Common Good and General Welfare,
Government Of The People, For The the bedrock of the Real Dream. It does not
People and By The People, and that we see all people as equal and deserving of the
would be informed of such things. However, rights to happiness, safety, opportunity for
we are also late in getting it because the expression of one’s inner worth.
information regarding these kinds of
essentials is not made available in any It is instead a dream that places value
mass kind of distribution such as by media outside of one’s self. It posits personal value
or general information from the government. and structures our societies according to
As with most of the rest of the Dream, one’s power and possessions, one’s
specialness, one’s level of exclusivity. The
transparency is not happening.
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current dream is a dream of ambition, a
dream that drives one to acquire ever
greater quantities of property, material
power and the accouterments which
indicate to one’s self and to onlooking
others, one’s value as a person.
This imposter dream is driven by an ancient
and destructive lie which, over the
centuries, has been given the status of a
natural and innate human drive. This illusion
which is a series of human generated
thoughtforms has, for longer than we know,
dominated human life, thus making the
realization of the True Dream a constant
struggle.

have managed to win 7% of the total wealth
of the Nation. Not that great, is it?
The truth is that we were out of it at the getgo. The notion of competing for a share of
the pot with the 10% who already own 93%
of the wealth of the United States, most of
whom have absolutely no interest in the
90%, other than to placate it and to keep it
quiet while they enjoy the fruits of their
labor, would be like sending out my
grandson’s 5th grade football team against
the Green Bay Packers.

From time to time there have been efforts to
break out of this eternal
nightmare of bondage.
The force, or the lie, that The force, or the lie, that These
efforts
were
drives this specter is drives this specter is suppressed with a ruthless
known as competition. known as competition.
power under the authority
The
thoughtform
of
of the Divine Right of
competition has been idolized. It is literally Kings. The discovery of the “New World”
worshiped. It has, in the minds of many, gave humanity a fresh opportunity to
come to be recognized as the basic innate escape from this system of eternal
driving force of human life. So, the bondage. Fueled by the inexhaustible force
nightmare that has come to be the dream is of the Real Dream a great exodus of people
this notion that one’s worth is measured by to this country began. Initially these came
one’s ability to amass power and wealth. mainly from England, but eventually they
Everyone has the innate right to compete came from many countries in Europe.
against all others for this wealth. There is no
Common Good or General Welfare. There This Dream which was manifesting in the
are laws and rules. These are used mainly New World was not just an American
to keep the 90% percent in line. The 10% Dream, but in fact a blueprint, a prototype,
pay lip service and totally ignore the laws for Humanity’s Dream. This Dream was an
irrepressible response to the true innate,
and rules when it suits their profit motives.
unconquerable and unquenchable drive
So, in this setup we are free to “compete” which beats deeply in the heart of every
for our share of the Dream. We do not single one of us and which makes us
desire mansions in several countries around Human Beings. This is the Dream for a kind
the world, or yachts and private jets, or a of existence or living that can only be
penthouse in New York. We simply want a described by concepts like Liberty,
decent living for our families. Well, we have Freedom, Justice, Tranquility, Equality,
been competing. We have been competing Respect, or to use the words from the
for more than 200 years. As of 2007, we
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United States Declaration of Independence,
“Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.”

allowed the practice of slave ownership to
continue until 1808. It took the Civil War to
eliminate this abomination from the
Constitution. This war was, “the deadliest
war in American history, resulting in the
deaths of 620,000 soldiers and an
undetermined number of civilians.” Killing

In the “Old World”, because of the waxing
Light, or the evolution of consciousness,
people, in ever increasing numbers were
growing exhausted with the futile struggle to
improve the quality of their lives in a system Ground: Photographs of the Civil War and the
based on inherited Royal status, wealth and Changing American Landscape by John Huddleston.
exclusivity. This system was more of a
nightmare than a dream. While perhaps Freedom, we learned again, will not come
short of actual slavery, it held human beings cheap. Those who wish to maintain the
in a kind of insidious bondage that denied systems of bondage, exclusivity and
their individual free will and the basic material power will not give up easily.
necessities of self respect, self worth and
Having failed for the second time to subvert
actually existing as human beings. This
the
Dream
and
denial
included
reinstate the system
learning how to read
We fought a war with those who of bondage though
and write, and having
the use of arms, the
any say whatsoever in would continue the old system
Retrogressive Forces
where one could or of bondage. We won our
returned
to
the
could not live, or work. freedom, and for awhile we had
ancient tools of the
the Dream.
great Lie: subterfuge
Many
of
our
Forefathers who came to this country sophistry, cheating, stealing. In this they
declared our independence from this sort of have been much more successful. As I have
bondage system. They set about the work pointed out, what we now call the American
of establishing a country based on that Dream has resulted in the sharing of 7% of
Original Dream. This effort was predictably the county’s total wealth among 90% of the
challenged. We fought a war with those who people.
would continue the old system of bondage.
That this dream has become defunct, not
We won our freedom, and for a while we
working, broken, is an inevitable result of
had the Dream. We published it in a
the forces that drive it. Competition does not
document called The Constitution of the
build, does not include, is not sustainable. It
United States.
separates and divides. It destroys the
However, from the very get-go the Forces of intrinsic unity of the fabric of equality and
Retrogression, those forces who wish to kinship which underlie a common wealth
maintain the system of bondage and and, indeed, the very concept of Humanity.
exclusivity, of special privilege and Competition creates a few winners and a
entitlement, worked to undermine and sap whole bunch of losers. It generates classes
the beauty and truth from our dream. They of exclusivity and privilege, ultimately
managed, for example, to include in Section ending in systems like those we lived
9, Article 1 of the Constitution language that through for centuries, systems of Royalty
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and serfs. For a graphic and crystal clear
look at the reality of how the dream is not
working, you might check out the following
link.
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/th
e-real-housewives-of-wall-street-look-whoscashing-in-on-the-bailout-20110411

the sophists that have been lying and
fooling us.
Humanity is becoming conscious. There is
no way that this can be stopped or retarded.
It is our destiny. Even within the ranks of the
super wealthy and just wealthy 10%, there
is recognition that the road we are on is a
dead end for all of us.

This dream is in reality a hideous distortion
of the Principles which underlie the True Some 200 plus years ago in this country we
Dream or the True Path of Evolution for this made a Dream. We laid out a Plan to move
into our future.
planet.
The
From
the
Principle which
drives the True Humanity is becoming conscious. beginning, as I
Dream is Love There is no way that this can be have said, It was
flawed
and
and it manifests
stopped or retarded. It is our destiny.
undermined, but
through
cooperation and right sharing, right human with great Love and Wisdom, with
relations. It recognizes that we are our Consciousness, those drafters who had the
brothers keeper, that we are all together foresight of our inevitable destiny at heart,
created a means to right this imbalance.
and all One.
We, when we established this country, gave
This staggering imbalance in the national every man and eventually woman the vote.
distribution of wealth is not just an American The vote is our way out. We can reclaim the
thing. This picture is replicated in various True Dream by becoming passionately
degrees in most nations around the world. It involved once again in that Dream, the True
has created enormous misery the world dream of the Common Good and the
around. The controlling powers have General Welfare, the dream of Life, Liberty
worked to keep the world in a state of and the Pursuit of Happiness for all.
perpetual war, to keep us terrorized and
blind to the actual facts and imbalances on The vote! I know that will not sound that
great to those who want an immediate
our Planet.
solution. Discouragement, doubt, these are
And yet, yet, that urge, that irrepressible our biggest enemies. The Super Wealthy
drive for Freedom, for Liberty, for Justice, are not our enemies. They are actually our
that flame of deep knowledge that we, each brothers and sisters, and they too are
of us, is somehow divine and worthy and victims of the Great Lie. They too have been
meant to experience joy and beauty, meant conned. They traded their freedom and
to live free of fear is beginning to burn liberty, their joy, love and beauty for an
brighter. It is waking up. It is moving. It is illusion of power and a bunch of junk. Many
becoming aware of the sleep into which we of them as well will be swept up in the Great
have been lulled by these sirens of illusion, Awakening or the evolutionary expansion of
consciousness which is actually an opening
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of the heart that is going forward on the
Planet.

meditation really is. And I suggest that we
consciously and deliberately love one
another, every one another.

There are about 308 million people in this
country. About 74 million of them are Thus, we will become powerful beacons of
children. So, there are about 234 million joy and hope in our individual environments,
voters. In the 2008 elections about however that works for you in your
100,000,000 of our brothers and sisters did environment. We do not need scripts on
not vote. The vast, vast majority of the non- what to say or do. If the heart is guiding,
voters are members of the 90% who own what we say and do will be spontaneous
and
incredibly
the 7% of the
effective
in
supposed Common
In this Age, the Age of the Heart,
whatever situation
Wealth!
there is no power in the universe
we happen to find
It was the functioning that can contend with Love.
ourselves.
of the heart that
drove the men and women who struggled In three or four conscious intelligent election
against enormous odds to birth this country. cycles, 12 to 16 years where all Americans
Voting in the elections is how we can vote, we can turn this nation and this world
express our inner sense, our heart sense of around. We have the brains. We have the
the Common Good and General Welfare. numbers, and although they have most of
Voting will be the end result of a re- the money, we have all of the heart, the fire
ignition of that heart energy in our fellow of Love. And let us realize that in this Age,
the Age of the Heart, there is no power in
citizens.
the universe that can contend with Love.
I do not offer lists of what to do or how to
get involved. If one will listen to that inner By the way, it will be a really joyful, even fun
voice, the voice of the all knowing heart, ride. We will need exquisite vigilance and
one will find one’s own ways to “get there will be disappointments and struggle.
involved.” These will be new creative ways We learned that the Retrogressive Forces
will not go quietly. However, the vote does
that work for each one.
not kill people, and it will set us free.
What I suggest is that we think. Everyone
Tom Carney
may not be an intellectual giant; however,
everyone can think in the heart. The heart
June 2011
knows, the heart understands beyond
intellectual comprehensions. And for those
who can, this kind of knowing is what
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Post Script, November 2011

It has become increasingly apparent that the only way forward, that is the only truly
evolutionary way we can carry humanity to the next level of our Destiny is through the
power of Goodwill. You will recall that Master D.K. pointed out long ago “that separation is
a thing of the past and that unity is the goal of the immediate future; that hatred is retroactive and undesirable and that goodwill is the touchstone which will transform the
world.” Discipleship In The New Age I P.65
Goodwill is the power of the Mother. It is the power of the feminine aspect. This energy
has been characterized as somehow soft, nicey-nicey, weak and ineffective. It is for
diplomats and diplomats are not seen as warriors. They are, and they must be if they
expect to be successful. They wield the power, the force, of the heart mind. The force of
arms is always a very last resort. However, when it is required its power is total because it
is driven by an aspect of Divine Love, the primary energy of this system.
With the developments that are occurring in the streets of the United States and of the
world, we are entering a very narrow stretch of the Path. Our Constitution provides for the
only safe way through this narrow passage, and that is the vote. It will be very easy to slip
into hatred and the use of violence, in doing so we will not move forward.
All vision, energy, will, needs to be directed into igniting the hearts of the people so that
they will participate with the only really useful and practical weapon we have, the vote. It
just so happens that the vote is the most powerful weapon that has ever existed. For when
the people speak from the heart, the systems of the world will be reconstructed to serve the
Common Good and the General Welfare which is only a simple way of saying the Divine
Plan.
Loving us
-tom

Going Forth Together
Let me end this gathering reminding each of us, that what we have borne witness to, this
field, within which we are ever present, this synergistic field which we have created
through our monthly meetings is the foundation for the new religion, in rhythm with the
Solar Lord. To me, this thought is huge. We are a part of a plan that will carry the entire
world to its next level of awareness.
Can we perhaps, emulate the mother nurturing her child from her very being? We go out
amongst our brethren each armed with his or her own array of tools to be used in the
6
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dispensing of the LOVE/WISDOM that is thriving and gaining momentum. The height, (or
wholeness) of our vision will determine the amount of opposition we receive from the
outer structured systems within which we must work at this time.
Our strength is our Unity. We rely on this strength to carry us and nurture us when we
get bogged down, not looking for results, but merely providing the space for the new. Our
brothers need not know the details that we are about. Only providing a clear and radiant
lamp to them in their need should be our gift to them.
Ever mindful of the ingrained pull of the great illusion, our constant radiation of the light
of LOVE/WISDOM, will prove a far more worthy goal and destination for those seeking a
better way of life. We go now looking ahead to the three linked festivals of fall, Libra,
Scorpio and Sagittarius with confidence that our unity will spiral us into the next step
which is ever present for us individually and collectively! May we go in Peace to Love
and serve each other.
Ernie Suazo
October, 2011
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